Chapter 6 Review
Day 9: This must be completed and returned upon returning to school. This will be counted as a
quiz (30 points).
Section 1: Government and Party Politics
Key Terms
Administration
Precedent
Cabinet
Loose Construction
Key Ideas
What was the total amount of all debt of the new United States (confederate + state absorbed
debt)?
What was the Judiciary Act of 1791?
Hamilton’s tools for getting us out of debt:
1.
2.
3.
Hamilton’s benefits of his tools:
1.
2.
3.
What was the deal of 1791?
Section 2: The Struggle over Foreign Policy
Key Terms
Battle of Fallen TImbers
XYZ Affair
Alien and Sedition Acts
Key Ideas
What happened in France 1793?
Was there a problem with the Revolutionaries in France?
How did America respond to France declaring war on all European monarchs?
What precedent did Washington set by walking away in 1796?
Who ran in the election of 1800?
What was the result of the election of 1800?

Section 3: The Age of Jefferson
Key Terms
Bureaucracy
Judicial Review
Impressment
Embargo
Key People
Napoleon
Lewis and Clark
John Marshall
Key Ideas
What did Jefferson view as the key to American freedom?
How Napoleon receive the purchase request?
How did Jefferson feel about the purchase?
What precedent did Jefferson break with the 1st Barbary War?
Section 4: The War of 1812
Battle of Tippecanoe
War Hawks
Battle of New Oreleans
Key People
James MAdison
Andrew Jackson
Francis Scott Key
Key Ideas
Why did Jefferson believe and invasion of Canada would be smart?
How did Britain respond in 1814 to the US?
What two government buildings did the British burn down in Washington D.C.?

Essay: You will be given a few prompts about the chapter. You must answer in at least ONE FULLY
DEVELOPED paragraph (5 sentences or more). You must answer all address all questions and show
reasoning behind your answers. You must CHOOSE ONE prompt to answer. It is highly recommended
that you outline and then use that to guide your essay.  YOU MUST PROVIDE EVIDENCE TO JUSTIFY
YOUR THOUGHTS. WITH NO EVIDENCE YOUR ARGUMENT IS WORTHLESS. WITHOUT ANY
EVIDENCE YOU CANNOT RECEIVE FULL CREDIT Scrap paper will be provided. Remember to your
outline must be put into essay form. Outlines will not be accepted as a final copy. You can use the back of
this sheet or a seperate sheet of paper and staple it to the test. Please circle your option here.
1. George Washington set many important precedent as President. Which one do you believe was
the most important? Provide historical and modern examples in order to convey your point. You
must provide justification for why you think the way you think.
2. What was John MArshall’s four part legacy of the Supreme Court (Identify all four parts)? Which
part of his legacy has had the most far reaching and relevant affect to this day? Why do you think
that one particular part of his legacy has been so far reaching?
3. Did Jefferson violate the Constitution by making the Louisiana Purchase (hint think of loose v.
strict construction)? Did the ends justify the means? Lastly what important precedent did
Jefferson set by making the purchase?
4. Evaluate Jefferson’s Presidency. In your viewpoint what did he do good? What did he do bad or
probably should not have done? At the end give an overall rating on a scale of 1 to 10. 1 being
the lowest 10 being the best. Make sure you justify your responses with evidence of his actions.

